Abstract-This paper describes additive self-folding, an origami-inspired rapid fabrication approach for creating actuatable compliant structures. Recent work in 3-D printing and other rapid fabrication processes have mostly focused on rigid objects or objects that can achieve small deformations. In contrast, soft robots often require elastic materials and large amounts of movement. Additive self-folding is a process that involves cutting slices of a 3-D object in a long strip and then pleat folding them into a likeness of the original model. The zigzag pattern for folding enables large bending movements that can be actuated and controlled. Gaps between slices in the folded model can be designed to provide larger deformations or higher shape accuracy. We advance existing planar fabrication and self-folding techniques to automate the fabrication process, enabling highly compliant structures with complex 3-D geometries to be designed and fabricated within a few hours. We describe this process in this paper and provide algorithms for converting 3-D meshes into additive self-folding designs. The designs can be rapidly instrumented for global control using magnetic fields or tendon-driven for local bending. We also describe how the resulting structures can be modeled and their responses to tendon-driven control predicted. We test our design and fabrication methods on three models (a bunny, a tuna fish, and a starfish) and demonstrate the method's potential for actuation by actuating the tuna fish and starfish models using tendons and magnetic control.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent advances in rapid fabrication technologies have significantly lowered the barrier to robot design and manufacturing, allowing complex mechanisms and 3-D structures to be created more easily than ever [1] . The main appeal of these 3-D printing approaches for robotic applications is that unlike with traditional manufacturing techniques, entire mechanisms can be created without requiring postfabrication assembly [2] - [4] , leading to fully printed robots that can be designed, fabricated, and deployed in a matter of only hours or days.
Unfortunately, most 3-D printing techniques target fabrication of rigid structures, and rapid fabrication methods for compliant mechanisms have been much more limited. Although multi-material printers exist for creating soft objects [5] - [8] and have been used for robot fabrication [9] , the printed structures fail when experiencing large deformations. In contrast, soft or compliant robots frequently depend on C. Sung highly elastic materials in order to perform [10] . As a result, creating these structures often involves multi-step fabrication and assembly processes [11] , [12] whose complexity increases with the complexity of the device geometry.
In this paper, we demonstrate a new technique that we call additive self-folding (ref. Fig. 1 ). This process involves creating long strips of material that are then self-folded into a pleated structure that can bend and deform similarly to existing soft actuators. The shapes of the strips are designed to produce a particular 3-D shape when folded in this way. Origami-inspired approaches have been proposed to replace [13] - [16] or enhance [17] soft structures before, but these patterns are often manually tuned for the application and are difficult to generalize to other geometries. In contrast, fabrication approaches that cut and paste together slices of 2-D material [18] , [19] allow users to create general geometries but do not provide obvious modes of actuation and control. Additive self-folding combines the advantages of both approaches by producing structures that can be designed for complex 3-D geometries while providing potential for actuation.
Additive self-folding leverages an automated self-folding process in the vein of [20] that decreases human error during assembly. We also detail algorithms for automated design that convert a 3-D mesh into an additive self-folded structure. We demonstrate actuation and control of these structures using two approaches: global magnetic control and tendondriven control similar to existing soft robotic systems [21] - [24] . Our main contributions include:
• a rapid fabrication technique that enables complex compliant structures to be self-assembled and actuated in a couple of hours with minimal human intervention, • algorithms for designing and modeling structures fabricated using this technique, • experimental verification through three fabricated static structures, and • two end-to-end examples demonstrating design, fabrication, and actuation for additive self-folded models. The paper is organized as follows. Section II details our additive self-folding fabrication process. Section III describes design algorithms used to convert a 3-D mesh into an additive self-folding design. Section IV describes our model for tendon-driven control. Section V contains static and actuated structures fabricated using our approach. Section VI concludes with discussion and future work.
II. ADDITIVE SELF-FOLDING
In additive self-folding, 3-D structures are constructed as stacked 2-D slices. The slices are fabricated as a long strip of flat material that is then self-folded with near-180
• folds in alternating direction for alignment. When slices are folded so that they lie flat against each other, this procedure is able to produce solid 3-D objects at a resolution limited only by the thickness of the material used and the size of the fold. When slices are folded with gaps between them, the result is a compliant structure with the ability to bend and deform.
The folded strips of material are fabricated as a layered structure and heated to induce self-folding into the 3-D model. Our fabrication procedure advances that in [20] to provide streamlined fabrication and material layer alignment, as well as accelerated self-folding using a near-boiling water bath. In particular, the self-folding patterns are composed of a layer of shrinking material in between two layers of model material. Gaps are cut in the model material layers so that when the shrinking layer contracts, the entire structure will fold in the direction of the gap. In order to more precisely position folds, every gap is paired with a perforated cut in the model material layer on the other side.
The material layers are cut and aligned using the procedure shown in Fig. 2 . First, a sheet of the model material is covered with double-sided adhesive, and gaps and perforations for both layers are cut out of it ( Fig. 2(a) ). A sheet of the shrinking material is then pressed onto the adhesive, and the model material is folded in half to align the two sides around the shrinking layer ( Fig. 2(b) ). The border of the model template is cut out from the resulting three layer material ( Fig. 2(c) ). In this work, DuraLar Mylar was used as the model material and PVC was used for the shrinking layer. The layers were attached to each other using silicone transfer tape. Each of the layers was 0.051 mm thick, resulting in a total material thickness of 0.27 mm. To fold the structures, the patterns were vertically lowered into near-boiling water (90
• C is optimal for 180 • folding with PVC). The heat transferred from the water causes the material to fold almost instantly. Weights were attached at the end of the pattern to ensure that it would sink.
III. DESIGN ALGORITHMS
The patterns for each of the layers in the fabrication process can be generated automatically from an inputted 3-D mesh. Our algorithm slices the mesh at a user-specified slice resolution and generates a fold pattern corresponding to the pleat-folded structure. The slice resolution, that is, the distance between slices of material, controls the compliance and actuation potential of the fabricated structure (see Section IV for more details). The resulting fold pattern is then converted into a self-folding design by determining what material cuts will result in the necessary fold angles to achieve the given slice resolution.
A. Pleated Fold Pattern Design
The fold pattern design is constructed using Alg. 1. The algorithm takes as input a 3-D mesh and a slice resolution. It then slices the mesh and computes fold locations. The directions of slicing and folding can be chosen arbitrarily for a given mesh, as long as they are orthogonal to each other. In the following discussion, we will assume that the slicing occurs in the z direction and folds are placed in the x direction, as shown in Fig. 3 . The algorithm starts with the minimum z value for the mesh and iteratively processes slices at increasing z values until it slices the entire model. Depending on the complexity of the model, it is possible that individual slices may contain multiple disconnected polygon components. Therefore, for each of the polygon components, the algorithm locates folds connecting it to the previous slice (lines [11] [12] [13] [14] . The algorithm alternates between placing folds in the +x and −x direction to correspond to the pleated structure. In order to prevent faces from intersecting in the fold pattern design, the folds are placed at the maximum or minimum x values of the entire slices at the current and previous z value (lines 5-9).
Since folds have some length and are necessarily straight, adding folds to the structure will change the geometry of the 3-D model. We choose to strictly add material to the geometry, and we therefore center the fold at a y coordinate that minimizes the amount of material added (line 11). This value f y is required to be within the minimum and maximum y coordinates of the polygon p i z being processed and is computed as the y value that produces the minimum sum of distances to the boundary of p i z and Slice z−t . Once the connectivity of the fold pattern has been determined, holes for tendons can be added to the structure for actuation (line 17; ref. Section IV). The slices are then transformed according to the fold locations, and creases are added to complete the fold pattern (lines [18] [19] .
1) Optimizations: Algorithm 1 states the folds are placed at the extreme x coordinates of the slices being connected, even if the resulting f x coordinate is far away from the slice boundaries at the computed f y value. This choice ensures that branches of material originating from multiple polygons in a slice do not produce fold patterns that intersect. However, it also produces extra material that changes the 3-D geometry and is not always necessary. The added material can be reduced in a post-processing step that shifts faces in the fold pattern to bring folds as close as possible to the slice boundaries while keeping the pattern non-self-intersecting.
2) Achievable Geometries: The outlined procedure is ideally suited for 3-D objects with only one polygon component per slice. In this case, the accuracy of the fabrication process depends on the size of the folds compared to the slope of slice boundaries. As described, the algorithm is able to handle geometries with disconnected slices, but its success will depend on the slicing and folding directions and the arrangement of the polygon components (ref. Fig. 4 ), and it 19 Add extra material and creases to connect face material; may result in merging polygons for certain arrangements. Provided no polygons are enclosed by other polygons, it is possible to choose new folding directions to produce a branching structure where each polygon component spawns a fold pattern extending in a different direction. This procedure increases the likelihood that disconnected polygons in a slice will remain disconnected, though the error in the 3-D geometry will still depend on the size of the folds compared to the model.
B. Self-Folding Pattern
The fold pattern is converted into a self-folding design by adding gaps and perforations into the pattern and separating the cuts for the different layers of material.
First, the size of the fold lines and gaps required to achieve the desired slice height are computed. To determine the required gap dimensions w g × w g , we collected slice height data for additive self-folded cylinders using a variety of cylinder and gap dimensions. The data is summarized in Fig. 5 . The dotted line shows the trendline that we used for gap size computations. We found that the slice height after self-folding was mainly dependent on the ratio between the cylinder diameter and the gap width. Although theoretically only the exposed shrinking material contributes to folding, in practice the unexposed shrinking material between the rigid faces also shrinks slightly. Thus, larger ratios of face width to gap width lead to greater fold angles and smaller slice heights. The data also showed a large variation in slice height for large ratios of diameter to gap width, which we suspect comes from the increased resistance of the water on faces with larger surface area.
Once the required gap width is found, square gaps and perforations of this size are placed at each of the fold locations. The gaps are placed on the top and bottom model material layers in alternating order to induce the pleat folding. This procedure results in the cut lines required for the model and shrinking layers.
IV. TENDON-DRIVEN CONTROL
The slice resolution of the folded structure determines the accuracy of the final fabricated 3-D shape and its compliance. Designing a model with slice height greater than the material thickness results in a structure with air gaps. Because of the flexibility of the materials used at the creases during fabrication, the slices of the structure have the ability to collapse under force. Smaller gaps between slices help the entire structure to maintain a shape close to that of the selected mesh, while larger gaps allow greater deformations to occur. We leverage these deformations to create soft robotic devices by stringing tendons through the structure to control its movement. The locations of the tendons can be controlled to produce particular bending and twisting motions and to achieve both local and global deformations.
A. Tendon Placement
Bending in a plane for a model can be achieved by placing holes in the extreme locations of the slices (Fig. 6 ). For example, for bending in the xz plane, we find a cross-section of the 3-D model with a plane y = y 0 . The intersection of each of the slices onto that plane is a line. We place two holes on the intersection line for each slice 2 mm away from the boundary of the slice. Placing the holes on both sides of the slice allows us to locate antagonistic tendons so that the model can bend in both directions.
In some cases, a slice will not intersect with the desired cross-sectional plane. In this case, a new plane that does intersect with the slice can be found, the closest point on the slice can be used, or the slice can be skipped altogether. We make the choice between these options by checking whether the distance of the slice boundary from the cross-sectional plane is within a distance threshold.
B. Pseudo-Rigid-Body Model
Because the connective folds between slices are relatively small compared to the faces themselves, we can model the folded structure as rigid faces connected by deformable joints. This assumption is commonly used when modeling folded structures [25] , [26] and allows us to simplify analysis by ignoring deformations in the faces themselves.
We model each of the folds as three rotational springs centered at the center of the fold. Define a coordinate system on fold i where the y axis lies along the fold, the z axis lies (1) in the slice direction, and the x axis is defined according to right-hand convention (ref. Fig. 7 ). Then let ()i, cPi' and~i be the relative rotation of two faces connected by fold i about the y, x, and z axes respectively. As shown in [26] , [27] , folds can be modeled as linear springs provided the change in fold angle is small. Since this is the case for an additive selffolded model, we model the spring whose axis of rotation lies on the fold line, aligned with the y axis, as a linear spring with spring constant ke and equilibrium position equal to the fold angle ()i that produces the user-specified slice height.
Similarly, the springs producing restoring torques in cPi and i are also modeled as linear springs with spring constants k¢ and k" respectively, and equilibrium positions at cPi == 0 and i == O. Since we use the same gap widths and fold lengths throughout the entire self-folding pattern, we can make the assumption that the stiffnesses ke, k¢, and k, are constant over all the slices. Furthermore, since bending stiffness varies with wt 3 , where w is the width of the bending material and t is the thickness, we can make the approximation that the stiffnesses k¢ and k, are a factor of w~/ t 2 greater than the stiffness k e .
Then the total spring potential energy stored in an additive self-folded structure is
where Nf is the total number of folds in the structure, ()i, cPi' and~i are the angles at fold i, and ()iO is the equilibrium fold angle of fold i.
Finally, we assume a frictionless tendon. In this case, the tendons act as length constraints on the folded model, and the model will converge to the lowest energy configuration that satisfies these constraints. Therefore, given tendon hole locations and lengths, we can compute the expected shape of an additive self-folded model as a convex optimization problem, or, assuming that tendons are being pulled and released continuously, using gradient descent.
V. RESULTS
We have implemented our design algorithms in an interactive user interface (UI) that allows users to design an additive self-folded model starting from a 3-D mesh. The UI allows the users to choose the slice height and tendon locations for the given mesh and automatically outputs the additive selffolded design. Before fabrication, the user can test the design by virtually pulling on tendons and visualizing the resulting geometry.
A. Self-Folded 3-D Structures
We first tested our basic design and fabrication approach by creating three solid 3-D objects: a bunny, a tuna fish, and a starfish. In order to create a solid object, the slices and gaps were generated using a desired slice height equal to the total thickness of the material (0.27 mm). The designs were cut using a Silhouette Cameo vinyl cutter. Since the cutter uses a cutting mat of limited length, the bunny pattern was split into 3 parts during cutting and joined together with tape before self-folding. This constraint could be relaxed by using a cutter with autofeed functionality. Figure 8 shows the resulting models as compared to the inputted mesh. The models had well-aligned slices and their 3-D shapes bore close resemblances to the goal structures. Table 8 (c) shows the number of slices and the dimensions of each model. Since the slicing of the models occurred in the height direction, we expect the measured widths and lengths to be very close to the expected values. This was the case for all three fabricated models. Differences in dimensions may be attributed to the extra material added at folds. The heights of the three models were fairly close to the expected heights but did show greater variation than the widths and lengths. In particular, the starfish was almost two times as tall as the expected height, indicating that the folds did not reach 180°. This error can be seen in the slice separation in the fabricated model.
Each of the models was fabricated in less than 30 min. Figure 9 shows snapshots of the self-folding process for the tuna and bunny models. Time required for self-folding was under 5 s for the starfish, 8 s for the tuna, and 22 s for the bunny, showing that this method is significantly faster than many existing self-assembly methods. Longer patterns with more slices tended to have longer folding time. All of the models self-folded at every fold location with near-180°f olds. During experiments, we found that a key factor to complete folding was the alignment of the strip as it entered the water. Long patterns such as the bunny tended to twist in the water if the container was too large. Using a narrower container such as a graduated cylinder helped with these alignment issues. All models maintained their shape after being removed from the water.
B. Global Actuation
The self-folded structures can be instantly actuated by a magnetic field by placing a permanent magnet inside the structure. We chose the tuna fish model to demonstrate this capability. Below the beaker of water used for self-folding, we placed four electromagnetic coils angled at 45
• toward the center of the operational area in a manner similar to [20] . Four small cylindrical neodymium magnets (magnetic flux density 330 mT on the surface) were attached to the fish pattern before the self-folding process (ref. Fig. 9(a) ). The magnets were fixed so that their poles lay perpendicular to the intended direction of movement. In addition, half of a 40 mm × 20mm ellipse of adhesive-backed foam was attached to each side of the centermost face of the flat fold pattern to keep the fish afloat after folding. Fig. 10 shows frames of the resulting movement when a magnetic field is applied by the coil setup. The produced magnetic field of 0.6 mT was alternated about the vertical axis by 45
• at 2 Hz. As a result, the tuna fish model oscillates in the water and produces thrust to swim toward the aimed direction. Actuation is possible within seconds of the structure completing the self-folding process.
C. Local Actuation
In addition to global movements using an embedded magnet and magnetic field, we demonstrated tendon-driven control when the fabricated structures are not solid. All of our models were placed on a platform with holes. Fishing line 0.2 mm in diameter was threaded through the holes in the structure and the platform and actuated using Turnigy TGY-1370A servomotors controlled by an Arduino Uno. For this setup, our UI allows users to designate the servomotor connections and control the additive self-folded device by pulling the virtual tendons. The UI sends serial commands to the Arduino to execute the movements. We show the resulting model and motions for a single starfish leg and a full model with 5 legs. Figure 11 shows a single leg of the starfish model and some of the resulting deformations. The leg was enlarged to 32.5 mm × 32.7 mm × 20.9 mm and sliced in the outward direction. The fold pattern was designed to a slice height of 0.56 mm, producing a total of 58 slices. The entire fabrication process took 72 min. to construct the layered material and 32 s to self-fold. The model was actuated using six tendons that produced forward, backward, left, and right bending motions, and a twisting motion about the z direction.
The leg was able to achieve all the intended bending motions. In order to demonstrate how local motions could be produced, we split the right bending motion into bending in the top half of the leg and bending at the bottom. These motions can be combined to produce more interesting motions, such as for the leg bending left with a rightward bending top in Fig. 11(f) . Loosening tendons removes the distance constraint and should allow the natural elasticity of the leg to bring the structure back to its neutral position. In practice, friction between the tendon and the layers often prevented the structure from recovering completely. As a result, pulling on the tendon on the opposite side of the structure was necessary to return the structure to neutral state.
During bending, the leg experienced a maximum decrease in length of 29.5%. This value is much less than the theoretical value of 0.56 mm−0.27 mm 0.56 mm = 51.8%. This is because folds in models with large slice gaps, unlike the ones for the compact structures in the previous sections, are curves rather than crisp folds. To see whether this difference affects our model, we measured the force required to pull each of the tendons in the structure on an Instron 5944 machine. Figure 12 shows the resulting measurements for 3 instances of pulling each tendon starting from the leg's neutral state. Tendon tensions were approximately linear, confirming the validity of our model assumptions. Jumps in measured force occurred when tendons caught on holes in the platform.
Finally, we constructed a complete starfish model by fabricating 5 of the single legs. In this case, each of the legs was driven by 4 tendons producing bending in the up, down, left, and right directions. The completed starfish was 88.3 mm × 84.3 mm × 26.5 mm in size. Each leg took about 50 min. to fabricate. Figure 13 shows the result.
To demonstrate group motion, we controlled the starfish using 6 servomotors to control 1) clockwise bending of all the legs, 2) counterclockwise bending of all the legs, 3) upward bending of 2 legs, 4) downward bending of 2 legs, 5) upward bending of 3 legs, and 6) downward bending of 3 legs. Because each of the legs is strung with its own tendon, the lengths of each of the tendons had to be carefully calibrated in order to ensure leg groups moved synchronously. In addition, gravity caused the parts of the legs extending past the end of the platform to bend downward. As a result downward bending produced more of a contracting effect than a bending motion. Tightening the tendons for upward bending in the legs mitigated this effect.
VI. DISCUSSION
In this paper, we demonstrate additive self-folding fabrication, a method for rapidly producing compliant structures with a wide range of 3-D geometries. We have outlined our fabrication approach, which enables full 3-D structures to be fabricated with minimal human intervention, and we have provided algorithms for automatically generating the fabrication plans for a given 3-D shape. We have modeled the resulting structures, showing that it is possible to predict the kinematics of the self-folded structures and to control their movement. We have demonstrated our methods through 3 static geometries and 3 actuated designs.
Our results demonstrate the use of origami-inspired approaches to accelerate the design, fabrication, and actuation of compliant structures. The methods are fast, requiring only a few hours to go from 3-D mesh to fabricated prototype, and they require few manual assembly steps. In fact, the most labor-intensive part of fabricating our tendon-actuated models was stringing the tendons through the folded structure, a process that took almost as long as the rest of the fabrication process combined. Integrating the actuation method into the layered self-folding material would simplify fabrication.
Other limitations for our process include the materials used and the achievable sizes for fabricated structures. Our models rely on fold stiffness for bending. However, in large structures, the weight may cause the folds to collapse, meaning that only solid structures can realistically be made. Investigating other materials or patterns that can be used for structures larger than the centimeter scale are needed. In addition, friction between the tendons and the faces affected control for the tendon-driven models. Our experiments show linear required tension forces, indicating that friction may be able to be lumped into the stiffness parameters, but further investigation into the friction model is also needed.
Finally, the greatest limitation of our fabrication approach is the range of achievable geometries. Although we have shown that we are able to produce a wide variety of shapes, our design algorithms provide little guidance for structures containing multiple holes or branches. As shown for the actuated starfish, it is possible to cut a mesh into multiple parts and individually fabricate them depending on the geometry and actuation goals. Future work includes determining when and how to cut a mesh so that structures of greater complexity and capabilities can be produced. 
